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Throughout his paper, let 7~ be a finite group of order g 2 1. Our purpose is to 
prove the following theorem and some related results 
Theorem 1. Let n > 1 be an odd integer. Then there is a finite n-complex X on which 
v acts freely and X is a mod Z[l/g] n-sphere. 
Notes. 
(1) “‘mod Z[l/g]” means the same as “modkl for all p ,/’ g”. In particular, there is 
a map S” + X which is an H,( - ; Z[l/g])-’ rsomorphism. In the proof “mod R ” is 
actually shown for R any ring with gR = R. 
(2) In the specific onstruction, X is (n - 2)connected with rr,_,X finite of order 
dividing a power of g. Setting Y = X/71; we have a mod Z[ l/g] Poincare rz-complex 
Y with nl Y = 7a, i.e., Y satisfies Poincare duality for all local; coefficientZ[l/g]- 
modules. 
This paper had its germ in conversation with the late George Cooke. 
The theorem raises further questions. There is an algebraic condition on 3 
determining whether X can be 3 homotopy sphere, but it would be of interest in 
general to know whether X can be chosen as a manifold (of course it could no 
longer be (n - 2)connected). Jf so, can it i we a smooth structure with ?r acting 
smoothly? When is there a Poincare n-complex Y (not just a mod Z[ l/g] one) with 
3-1.~ = w and Y a mod Z[l/g] sphere? The question of when X can be topologi- 
tally a sphere has been studied extensively -especially for the case n = 3, cf. 
C29394961. 
For rz even, there is an equivalent statement, but it is far less interesting 
geometrically . 
and X is a 
“This WOP 
Let n > 2 be even. Then there is a jinite n-c~F~~~lex o 
ge of (g - I) nqheres. 
= X/n is modZ[l/g] contractible-i.e., HI(Y; A) = 0 for i ~0 
m two more general results. First, if R is a ring, let 
the abeGan group generated by ail [M] where A4 is a finitely generated 
le, subject to the relations that [M] = [ Mf if R @ M E R @(IV @ Zrr) as 
0-*?~4~~_~4~~_~4~~~4c~4c~4230 
quence of %-modules; 2 the integers as a trivial module and 
finitely genItferated free modules, By Schanuel’s Lemma [S] the class 
does nst d :pend on the particular resolution chosen. Calf this class 
he i 11 3rmation we need. First recall that Zn contains a copy 
2, .enerated by xXG,,x. 
m 3. I’ n 2 3 is I dd (resp. even 1 and T,, (r ; R ) = [Z n/Z] (resp [Z]), then 
t~~?~ is a finite n -compkx .X on which ?r acts freely and .Y is Q mod R n-sphere (resp. 
of (g - I) n-spheres). 
f. Let K = K(x, I) C-Q a CW complex with finitely many cells of each 
nsior:, such that ~J,K = 0, for i# 1 and v,K = n. Let L be the (II - Qskeleton 
K, L the universal cover of L, and C, the CW chains of L. Note that Ci is a free 
-module of rank m, where m, = ran kiz G (L ) and ran kz Ci = grsZi. HiC, = 0 for 
0~ i c PI =- I, Ii& =Z and H,_,C, = ,H,_,L = ~,,-~t =h n”_,L. Thus there is an 
Thus [rr~-J,) = T.&V; R) for any R. &sume n is odd and r&r; R)= [&T/Z]. 
~lrn-J. @(Zn)‘)= R ~d(Zrr/Z~@(Zlr)‘) for some s and t. 
L v V”rP*, so that &,(I,‘)= z”-@)@(Z@ Then R @m&L’)= 
Za)r). ‘Thus we can find al,. . ., Q~+~ E sn-@‘) which generate 
an Rnmoduie. Since (**) is a Z-split exact sequence, we have the 
ation about the ranks of the free abelian groups: 
rk 17i, J_ --gm,-,*gm,.L,- *.. +g,m,--gmo+l=O. (1) 
s = rk, (R @n,,_J ‘) = g - 1 + gt. Thus dividing by g, (1) becomes 
re a?*’ is an Y,I -cell attached to L’ by a 
(Y)= @‘)-,a” 
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Furthermore, _I Y = W, 7riY = 0 for 1 < i C n - 1 and v,,-~ Y is n,,-J//M where M 
is the Zn-module generated by a!, . . ., a,++ Thus by choice of the ai, R (8, ~l)h-~ Y = 
0. Let X = ‘I;;: 7r acts freely on X, X is an (n - 2) connected la-complex with 
R @n;l+X = 0 and x(X)‘= g#‘+ 0. Thus X is a modR n-sphere. 
In the case that it is even and T&T; R) = [Z] we proceed similarly and find 
L’= L v Vfsl-’ with RQPW~-~L’~ I!? Qp (2 @ (Zw)l) where now rankzn,-&’ = 
l+gt and 
rankz v~-&’ - rankz Cn- s + l --rankz&+rankzC’O-l=O. 
This yields t + x(L) = 0. Thus when we form. Y = k. U lJ:+* e F we get that 
x(Y)= l.ThusifX= k, x(X) = g so X is mod R a wedge of (g - 1) n-spheres. 
Theorems 1 and 2 now follow from Theorem 3 bJl using 
Theorem 4: Let R be a ring such that gR = Ii. Then. 
I 
[Z&Z], n add, 
7n(n;R)= 
\ EZ] 
Proof. If gR = R (i.e., if ‘g 
n even. 
is a unit) then R is a projective Rn-module by 
Maschke’s theorem ([I]). Thus the exact sequence R (*), the tensor product of R 
with (*), splits completely. Thus in G (7~ ; R ), 
[cl] - [cl-l] + [Cn-2j- 
.I 
l *’ +(-l)“([C*]-[Z])=O* 
Since_ each [C] = 0, [?“I = (- l)“[Z]. Since RvjR @R = Rlr, [&r/Z] = -[Z] in 
( G(v;R). 
It is a priori possible that r”(~; 2,) = [Zrr/Z] for all primes p (including p 1 g), 
yet r,, (n ; 2) # [Zn/Z]. I do not know of an example., This would say that for all 
primes p there is a modp n-sphere XP (taking n odd) on which n acts freely, yet 
there is no such homotopy n-sphere. The reason this may happen is that if P is any 
projective Z?r-module, then for al2 primes p, Z, @P is a free Z,?r-module. Thus if 
P# 0 there is a Z C P whence [P/Z] = [Zlr/Z] in G(n; Z,) for all primes p but it is 
not necessarily true in G(n; Z). 
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